Digital Policing
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Cross Border Data
Sharing & Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation Tools

____________________________________________________________________
CCTV Footage Is More Vital Now When a Serious Event Occurs. Placing the
Digital Footage in the Hands of Officers & Investigators Immediately is Key!
What is the one thing that bugs and niggles us all?

Time!
There is never enough time, it turns out to tick by faster than we want or we become
exceeding impatient when the clock is ticking down and there is a demanding deadline.
In policing, time is the major enemy, working always in favor of the criminal or so they
think. Physical knowledge to assist in an investigation must be placed in the hands of
investigators with lightning speed. That is not possible when it comes to the inordinate
amount of CCTV Digital Footage that is available today, both commercial, public or
neighborhood cameras are dramatically increasing. Crime Scene Investigators have a
format to comply with, which means they do not always arrive in a timely fashion, which
is not their fault. Technology staff is not always part of the initial team.
If there are CCTV cameras at the event location they possibly will contain vital evidence
that could and will make the difference in solving the crime and arresting suspects. It is
the actual digital event footage that is required and not the whole content of the
recording device that is needed now!
Now retrieval of this important footage is attainable by a certified street officer!
CommSmart Global Group, a LexisNexis Risk Solutions Partner has added two
significant partnership additions with regard to CCTV and the capability to utilize with
speed and accuracy.
Super Recognizers International and
Daetech. CommSmart Global Group,
recognizers in themselves, has been ahead
of the curve with disruptive technology since
its inception. Working to expedite the
availability of CCTV and the combined
competence of recognizing individuals by
humans is unique, effective and cost/time-saving. The ability to
have secured CCTV footage in the hands of officers and
investigators is a game changer and will make a radical difference in
earlier arrests.
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